DEAR WINE LOVERS
We are pleased to offer you an extensive selection of impeccable wines featuring a collection of both
familiar and lesser known grapes. From traditional favorites to exquisite vintage wines
Komandoo offers a vast assortment that will suit all palates. If you require
guidance or are unsure about your chosen wine, we are always pleased to offer advice.
Whether it is an ethereal bottle of champagne, luscious, crisp white wines, full bodied red wines or refreshing
rosé wines, we are certain that you will find exactly what you are looking for. Indulge, unwind and savor in the
essence of the finest wwines from all over the globe right here at your very own island paradise.

ALL—INCLUSIVE WINE SELECTION
SPARKLING WINES
11. DON LUCIANO BRUT, LA MANCHA, SPAIN

$59		

$14

12. DON LUCIANO PINK MOSCATO, LA MANCHA, SPAIN

$59		

$14

57. DON SIMON ‘NATURE’ ROSÉ, LA MANCHA, SPAIN

$53		

$12

58. DARLING CELLARS MERLOT ROSÉ, WESTERN CAPE, SA

$53		

$12

59. CAVALIERI REALI PINOT GRIGIO, DELLE VENEZIE DOC, ITALY

$53		

$12

60. DON SIMON ‘NATURE’ CHARDONNAY, LA MANCHA, SPAIN

$53		

$12

61. MONTE BLANCO SAUVIGNON BLANC, CHILE

$53		

$12

62. DARLING CELLARS CHENIN BLANC SAUV BLANC, WESTERN CAPE, SA

$42		

$12

63. HARDYS VARIETAL RANGE CHARDONNAY, S E AUSTRALIA

$42		

$12

64. DON SIMON ‘NATURE’ MERLOT, LA MANCHA, SPAIN

$53		

$12

65. MONTE BLANCO CABERNET SAUVIGNON, D.O. VALLE CENTRAL, CHILE

$53		

$12

66. FINCA LAS MORAS INTIS MALBEC, SAN JUAN, ARGENTINA

$53		

$12

67. DARLING CELLARS CAB SAUV MERLOT, WESTERN CAPE, SA

$42		

$12

68. HARDYS VARIETAL RANGE SHIRAZ, S E AUSTRALIA

$42		

$12

ROSÉ WINES

WHITE WINES

RED WINES

Indicates price per bottle or price per glass
Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

ALL—INCLUSIVE GOLD WINES SELECTION
SPARKLING WINES
12. DON LUCIANO PINK MOSCATO, LA MANCHA, SPAIN

$59		

$14

14. HARDY’S THE RIDDLE BRUT RESERVE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

$65		

$14

69. ARAIA PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH, DELLE VENEZIE, VENETO, ITALY

$53		

$12

70. DE BORTOLI DB FAMILY SELECTION ROSÉ, RIVERINA, AUSTRALIA

$59		

$14

71. CUVÉE SABOURIN SAUVIGNON BLANC, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

$65 		

$14

72. CUVÉE CHARDONNAY, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

$65 		

$14

73. LA MONTELLIANA PINOT GRIGIO DOC DELLE VENEZIE, VENETO, ITALY

$59 		

$14

74. KIDIA CHARDONNAY, CHILE

$59 		

$14

75. CUVÉE SABOURIN CARBERNET SAUVIGNON, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

$65		

$14

76. CUVÉE SABOURIN SYRAH, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

$65 		

$14

77. KIDIA CARBERNET SAUVIGNON, LONCOMILLA VALLEY, CHILE

$59 		

$14

78. KIDIA SYRAH RESERVE, LONCOMILLA VALLEY, CHILE

$59 		

$14

79. TORO CENTENARIO MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

$59 		

$14

ROSÉ WINES

WHITE WINES

RED WINES

Indicates price per bottle or price per glass
Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

CHAMPAGNE
FRANCE
1. ERNEST RAPENEAU BRUT— HALF BOTTLE
A clear color with a delightful perlage. A lively, mineral nose with hints of brioche. Fresh on the palate, an
elegant effervescence and harmonious lemon aromas.

		$108

2. TAITTINGER BRUT RÉSERVE— HALF BOTTLE
The bubbles are fine, very open and expressive, delivers aromas of fruit and brioche. The palate is lively,
fresh and in total harmony with flavors of fresh fruit and honey.

		$119

3. TAITTINGER BRUT RÉSERVE
The bubbles are fine, very open and expressive, delivers aromas of fruit and brioche. The palate is lively,
fresh and in total harmony with flavors of fresh fruit and honey.

		$150

4. MOËT & CHANDON BRUT
Pale yellow with shades of green. Subtly vinous, with a vine and lime blossom attack.
Full bodied with fresh fruit, white blossom, brioche and a subtle finish.
Typical of the unique Moët style; balanced, harmonious with mellow, well developed flavors.

		$191

5. FLEURY BRUT ROSÉ DE SAIGNÉE
		$197
Soft floral lift to the aromas of red berries, blood orange and buttered toast. Spicy and pliant on the palate,
Mineral and lees notes build slowly on the clinging, spicy finish, which leaves floral nuances behind.
6. VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL
		$203
Golden yellow, with a foaming necklace of tiny bubbles, this is pleasing on the nose: Initially reminiscent of
white fruits and raisins, then of vanilla and later of brioche. Note the fine balance between the fruity aromas
coming from the grape varieties and the toasty aromas.
7. LAURENT-PERRIER LA CUVÉE BRUT
Light golden with a crispy quincey nose, rich white berry flavors and a delightful lemon finish.

		$300

8. DOM PÉRIGNON BRUTE
Light citrussy, mineral aromas and a bit of apple shortbread. Dry lemon pith and a bit more biscuit on the
palate, with long, spicy, boozy flavors.

		$419

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

SPARKLING WINE
ITALY
9. ASTI MARTINI MOSCATO DOCG, MARTINI & ROSSI, PIEDMONT
This sparkling wine is a great partner to fruity dessert, pastry and ice cream sweet flavored wine
with a dry taste

		$71

10. LA MONTELLIANA PROSECCO TREVISO EXTRA DRY, VENETO
Fine sparkling wine Straw-yellow color with greenish hints, fine and rich pelage, with a
typical fruity bouquet.

		$77

SPAIN
11. DON LUCIANO BRUT, LA MANCHA
Delicate, clean citrus and floral aroma. The palate is smooth, with pleasant bubbles that, together with its
excellent balance of acidity, gives it great freshness.

		$59

12. DON LUCIANO PINK MOSCATO, LA MANCHA
The aroma is intense, presenting white flowers, peach, apricot. Sweet, honeyed, with fine and well integrated bubbles. Its finish is intense, broad and very palatable.

		$59

SOUTH AFRICA
13. SIMONSIG KAAPSE VONKEL BRUT, MCC
Delicate fresh floral flavors with hints of citrus and yellow apple. Flavors of red berries and baked apples
add complexity to the wine. The freshness of the mousse enhances the zestiness on the
palate. There is a dry finish that adds to a long lingering aftertaste.

		$95

AUSTRALIA
14. HARDY’S THE RIDDLE BRUT RESERVE
		$65
Crystal clear with lively effervescence and fresh lime, white peach and lifted floral aromas. Bright and flavorsome with red berry, citrus and peach flavors. Creamy and balanced with a natural acid finish

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

ROSÉ
FRANCE
15. PIERRICK HARANG LE PETIT BALTHAZAR CINSAULT ROSÉ, PAYS D’OC-VIN DE PAYS
The aroma is pleasant with berries and a little lime. The dry taste is fresh and gentle. It is filled with
raspberry and blueberry tones.

		$65

16. REMY FERBRAS ROSÉ, PAYS D’OC IGP
Aromas of ripe strawberries and cherries, accompanied by notes of fresh herbs. Dry and bright on the
palate, with juicy fruit and an easy-going demeanor.

		$71

17. WHISPERING ANGEL ROSÉ CHÂTEAU D’ESCLANS, COTES PROVENCE
Delicate salmon pink full of vibrant fruits and flavors, from the best producer in Provence.
Very special, a simply great rose wine.

		$95

CHILE
18. LUIS FELIPE EDWARDS ROSÉ, CABERNET SAUVIGNON - MERLOT, CENTRAL VALLEY
		$59
A Rosé with an attractive pink color showing ruby tones. Good fruit intensity, leading with aromas of fresh
red fruits. On the palate it presents a good acidity, balanced with notes of fresh berries and plum, with a
good persistence and pleasing finish.
19. CASILLERO DEL DIABLO SHIRAZ, CENTRAL VALLEY
Round and mouth filling wine with ample smooth and sweet tannins, finishing with lively acidity,
balance the intense range of flavors.

		$71

SOUTH AFRICA
20. FALSE BAY WHOLE BUNCH CINSAULT - MOURVÈDRE ROSÉ, COASTAL REGION
Delicate and fruity Rosé with delicious summer fruits balanced with a hint of spice

		$65

USA
21. COPPER RIDGE WHITE ZINFANDEL, CALIFORNIA
White Zinfalden is an inviting Rosé color with a delicate strawberry bouquet. Light-bodied, it strikes the
perfect balance of sweetness and acidity with a clean finish.

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

		$50

WHITE WINE
FRANCE
22. PH LE PETIT BALTHAZAR VIOGNIER - SAUVIGNON BLANC, PAYS D’OC-VIN DE PAYS
		$71
Nuanced and structured whites are dry, medium-dry or medium-sweet wines with characteristically mineral
and herbal flavors and aromas. You can also discern citrus, gooseberry and blackcurrant notes in these wines.
Crisp acids add the necessary structure, making them an ideal accompaniment to food
23. ATTITUDE PASCAL JOLIVET SAUVIGNON BLANC, LOIRE
“Attitude” has a beautiful freshness in mouth, a frank attack, delicate green and lemon flavours, citrus
fruits, green apple and kiwi aromas. The minerality gives a long finish to the wine, a smoothness and elegance - characteristics of all of Pascal Jolivet’s wines.

		$95

24. JEAN-PAUL & BENOÎT DROIN CHABLÍS, BURGUNDY
A flinty minerality balances the lemon notes on the palate providing a very fresh mouth feel

		$132

ITALY
25. LE DUE TORRI PINOT GRIGIO FRIULI DOC, FRUILI
Exquisite dry white, fragrant on the nose bursting with citrus fruit aromas. It is fresh on the palate with an
excellent balance of acidity and minerality.

		$71

26. CANTINE FINA MIRAL GRILLO, SICILY
		$49
This Grillo by Cantine Fina reveals a bouquet of white peach, Mediterranean herbs and even kiwi notes. On the
palate the wine is pleasantly fresh and juicy, with a mineral quality and orchard fruit flavors as well as aromas of
white flowers. The beautifully long finish is raised by a touch of bitter musk.

CHILE
27. LUIS FELIPE EDWARDS SAUVIGNON BLANC, CENTRAL VALLEY
This WINE has soft yellow color, with slight green hues. The nose is fresh ad expressive, with tropical and
citrus fruit notes, such as pineapple and lime. It has a sharp and vibrant acidity with a medium body and
long, intense finish

		$59

28. CASILLERO DEL DIABLO CHARDONNAY, CENTRAL VALLEY
Fresh and fruity with notes of pineapple, citrus and peaches, underlined with vanilla. Complex, with good
balance and fresh acidity, this is a medium-bodied wine with a long and rich finish

		$71

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

WHITE WINE
CHILE
29. CASILLERO DEL DIABLO SAUVIGNON BLANC RESERVA, CENTRAL VALLEY
		$71
Fresh with citrus fruit notes. Presence of pears, lime and tropical touches. An elegant palate driven by its intensity and balanced acidity. The characteristics from the coastal areas of the Central Valley stand out.
30. MARQUES DE CASA CONCHA CHARDONNAY, LIMARI VALLEY
Light yellow. Combining richness with elegance and vibrancy this ripe, delicious wine serves up tasty
white pear, mineral notes and toasty hazelnut. Deeply concentrated with silky texture and layers of ripe,
opulent fig, pear and mineral flavors. It finishes with a long and vibrant character.

		$83

GERMANY
31. WEINHAUS RESS RIESLING FEINHERB, RHEINGAU
Crisp, medium-bodied fruity Riesling, with lemon, lime and apple fruit flavors, finishing with a floral lift.
The perfect wine for a warm climate

		$59

32. BALTHASAR RESS ESTATE VON UNSERM RIESLING, TROCKEN
Musky like a melon, with notes of pineapple and lime, this golden-hued, acidic stunner and clean finish

		$83

33. KLUMPP ESTATE GRAUBURGUNDER TROCKEN, BADEN
Exciting fragrance with a fine exotic of melon and coconut; Notes of stone fruit and ripe pear; on the
tongue shows strength coupled with elegance; supportive freshness; Composition of fruity and sweet
components; great structure; full and tight. Elegant and creamy in the reverberation.

		$83

NEW ZEALAND
34. STONEBURN SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH
This Sauvignon Blanc has herbaceous characteristics that are balanced by the riper tropical fruit aromas
and hints of peppers. The palate is classic with herbaceous and tropical hints that combine well to form a
well-structured wine. The finish is crisp and refreshing.

		$71

35. MUD HOUSE SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH
Beautifully aromatic notes of snow pea, nettles and guava provide the perfect introduction to a palate
of melon, citrus and grapefruit flavors. Mouth-watering ripe acidity provides a wine of great balance and
harmony.

		$71

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

WHITE WINE
AUSTRALIA
36. GRANT BURGE BENCHMARK CHARDONNAY, SOUTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA
Richly flavored Chardonnay bursting with sweet tropical and peach fruit characters, with hints of sweet
spice and toasty oak. The palate is ripe with luscious tropical fruit sweetness of pineapple, paw and sweet
yellow peaches. The finish is rounded and richly flavored, with good length.

		$59

SOUTH AFRICA
37. CLASSIC COLLECTION CHENIN BLANC, WESTERN CAPE
This wine is a great example of modern-styled, South African Chenin Blanc, which shows true elegance.
It displays upfront green, fresh-cut grass, canned peas and ripe paw-paw aromas with hints of guava and
asparagus on the nose. The palate is vibrant and fresh with a linear acidity and an enduring finish.

		$53

38. KLEINE ZALZE CHENIN BLANC, STELLENBOSCH
		$108
Strong tropical, ripe pineapple, peach aromas show on the palate and are complemented by a long, clean,
crisp aftertaste.
39. IONA SAUVIGNON BLANC, ELGIN
Richly aromas of grapefruit, kiwi and gooseberry with green apples and lime marmalade on the palate.

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

		$108

RED WINE
FRANCE
40. PH LE PETIT BALTHAZAR MERLOT, PAYS D’OC-VIN DE PAYS
Great quality from this young languedoc wine maker. A rich ripe nose of blueberries, plums and liquorice.
Rounded medium body with a lingering fruity finish.

		$65

41. REMY FERBRAS MERLOT, PAYS D’OC IGP
A round and mouth filling Merlot with lovely aromas of juicy red berries and chocolate, that follow
through on the palate. A well-balanced wine with soft tannins.

		$71

ITALY
42. CANTINE FINA MIRAL NERO D’AVOLA, SICILY
		$49
The Nero d’’Avola by Cantine Fina delivers a nose of beautiful scents of heath, spices and black plum as well as
pleasant aromas of violet. On the palate we find liquorice and herbs with an equally pleasant juicy sensation. A
full-bodied but balanced Nero d’’Avola with a fresh finish that extends over many dishes!
43. ROCCA SVEVA VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE RIPASSO, VENETO
Easy notes of spice and mature fruit with a distinctive note of almond nut. It delivers a lean, but firm
mouthfeel with a light alcoholic push at the end

		$83

SPAIN
44. BODEGAS FAUSTINO VII, RIOJA DOCA
		$65
Clean, bright. Cherry red color developing to maroon. Pleasant on the nose, ripe red fruits notes and sweet
barrel hints. Well-balanced, elegant and fresh.
45. BODEGAS MUGA RESERVA, RIOJA DOCA
		$107
Complex nose with ripe black cherries, deeply integrated cedary oak, baking spices, dried flowers, leather,
fresh tobacco and earthy notes. This is silky and smooth wine with long, laid-back tannins that deliver ripe
dark plum flavors into a spicy and earthy finish.

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

RED WINE
CHILE
46. LUIS FELIPE EDWARDS CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CENTRAL VALLEY
Richly flavored Chardonnay bursting with sweet tropical and peach fruit characters, with hints of sweet
spice and toasty oak. The palate is ripe with luscious tropical fruit sweetness of pineapple, paw and sweet
yellow peaches. The finish is rounded and richly flavored, with good length.

		$59

47. CASILLERO DEL DIABLO PINOT NOIR RESERVA, CENTRAL VALLEY
		$71
Packed with summer fruits flavors this Pinot Noir is medium bodied with hints of coffee and chocolate. The
finish is elegant and complex
48. MARQUES DE CASA CONCHA MERLOT, MAIPO VALLEY
		$83
Dark and deep red. Rich and deftly balanced yet muscular red, with layers of complex currant, spice, wild
berry and plum. Show o ff a nice touch of vanilla oak and mocha, adding a nice dimension. Though tannic
now, this wine should evolve. There’s already some complexity beginning to develop
out of its firm, quiet, supple core

GERMANY
49. WEINHAUS RESS PINOT NOIR, RHEINGAU
Light-bodied, fragrant, full of sweet red fruit within a delicate structure. This is a delicious,
moreish German Pinot Noir

		$83

50. MEYER NÄKEL SPÄTBURGUNDER, TROCKEN
Full body Pinot Noir The tannins and the 16-month aging in oak barrels and partly in new oak barrels give
the wine a stable structure. Powerful and fruity with roasted flavors and a tight finish

		$119

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

RED WINE
SOUTH AFRICA
51. DIEMERSFONTEIN PINOTAGE, WELLINGTON
		$77
The nose booms out coffee and chocolate followed by ripe cherry and plum. Rich and full fruited in the mouth
yet the coffee, chocolate flavors begin to dominate. Distinctive toasty oak gives more than enough support.
Sweet sensation in powerful finish.
52. BOEKENHOUTSKLOOF ‘THE CHOCOLATE BLOCK’, FRANSCHHOEK VALLEY
		$138
The nose is exceptionally perfumed with an abundance of complex red and dark berry fruit, violets and intense aromas of cocoa powder. The palate is supple with juicy fruit notes and a unique character of sweet
spices that follow through in the finish.
53. MEERLUST CABERNET SAUVIGNON, STELLENBOSCH
On the nose the wine shows intense cassis, plum and classic cedar wood-cigar box notes. On the
palate the wine is full bodied and impressively structured. Intense blackcurrant and plum fruit
bolstered by refined tannins and fresh natural acidity.

		$210

NEW ZEALAND
54. STONEBURN PINOT NOIR, MARLBOROUGH
Light garnet-colored wines with fresh flavors of red cherry, cranberry, and red flowers complemented
with soft, silky tannins

		$71

AUSTRALIA
55. GRANT BURGE BENCHMARK SHIRAZ, BAROSSA
A full-bodied red wine with flavors of raspberries and dark cherries - hints of clover and black pepper on
the finish. The nose offers ripe plums, liquorice, vanilla, damp earth and wood spice. A sweet fruit palate
with good flesh and soft tannin, plum and vanilla flavors with good persistence

		$65

56. CAMBRIDGE CROSSING SHIRAZ, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The generous palate has dark berry fruit flavors of blackberry and plum, complimented by soft, supple
tannins with hints of chocolate and spice. The subtle oak influence and bright fruit flavors linger during
the long succulent finish.

		$71

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

RED WINE
CHILE
46. LUIS FELIPE EDWARDS CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CENTRAL VALLEY
Richly flavored Chardonnay bursting with sweet tropical and peach fruit characters, with hints of sweet
spice and toasty oak. The palate is ripe with luscious tropical fruit sweetness of pineapple, paw and sweet
yellow peaches. The finish is rounded and richly flavored, with good length.

		$59

47. CASILLERO DEL DIABLO PINOT NOIR RESERVA, CENTRAL VALLEY
		$71
Packed with summer fruits flavors this Pinot Noir is medium bodied with hints of coffee and chocolate. The
finish is elegant and complex
48. MARQUES DE CASA CONCHA MERLOT, MAIPO VALLEY
		$83
Dark and deep red. Rich and deftly balanced yet muscular red, with layers of complex currant, spice, wild
berry and plum. Show o ff a nice touch of vanilla oak and mocha, adding a nice dimension. Though tannic
now, this wine should evolve. There’s already some complexity beginning to develop
out of its firm, quiet, supple core

GERMANY
49. WEINHAUS RESS PINOT NOIR, RHEINGAU
Light-bodied, fragrant, full of sweet red fruit within a delicate structure. This is a delicious,
moreish German Pinot Noir

		$83

50. MEYER NÄKEL SPÄTBURGUNDER, TROCKEN
Full body Pinot Noir The tannins and the 16-month aging in oak barrels and partly in new oak barrels give
the wine a stable structure. Powerful and fruity with roasted flavors and a tight finish

		$119

Prices are in USD Included 16% GST & Service Charge

